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products, like - for example - the process that produces the kilogram that is used in the measuring of other kilograms? Or the process that produces the method for making the kilogram that is used in the measuring of other kilograms? A: In case of patenting process C (in machine M), is it assumed that patent owner cannot say that M is his/her invention, since patent
owner has already patented process C? Yes. It is legally incorrect to claim the invention of a patented process. Also, the process may need to be claim as a "composition of matter" rather than a method or apparatus. Otherwise, the patent owner could obtain a patent on the composition even though the invention was of a method or apparatus. Why don't we only patent

processes that produce "inventive" products, like - for example - the process that produces the kilogram that is used in the measuring of other kilograms? Yes, because that invention is different enough, and because the patent system isn't a patent lottery. But it would be really risky to give away all your future profits for such a trivial innovation.
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